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Abstract

Duration is a key component in the design of training activities in sport which aim to enhance

athlete skills and physical qualities. Training duration is often a balance between reaching

skill development and physiological targets set by practitioners. This study aimed to exem-

plify change point time-series analyses to inform training activity duration in Australian Foot-

ball. Five features of player behaviour were included in the analyses: disposal frequency,

efficiency, pressure, possession time and player movement velocity. Results of the analy-

ses identified moments of change which may be used to inform minimum or maximum activ-

ity durations, depending on a practitioner’s objectives. In the first approach, a univariate

analysis determined change points specific to each feature, allowing practitioners to evalu-

ate activities according to a single metric. In contrast, a multivariate analysis considered

interactions between features and identified a single change point, reflecting the moment of

overall change during activities. Six iterations of a training activity were also evaluated

resulting in common change point locations, between 196 and 252 seconds, which indicated

alterations to player behaviour between this time period in the training activities conduction.

Comparisons of feature segments before and after change points revealed the extent to

which player behaviour changed and can guide such duration decisions. These methods

can be used to evaluate athlete behaviour and inform training activity durations.

Introduction

Sport practitioners often use games-based training activities, or drills, to facilitate the develop-

ment of physiological capacities and skill qualities of team sport athletes [1, 2]. A key compo-

nent of the design of such training activities relates to their duration, with practitioners

needing to consider the appropriate time for skill learning to occur, while balancing physiolog-

ical targets needed to improve performance and minimise injury risk [3]. When evaluating

training duration, contextualising player behaviour as a function of time provides more

detailed insights into how and why certain outcomes have occurred [4]. For example,
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Australian football (AF) players reduce aggregate physical and technical performance follow-

ing periods of peak physical intensity in match play [5] or during the second half of match play

[6]. In football, second half physical activity is influenced by first half activity levels [7].

Accordingly, such insights allow training to be designed more specifically to player activity lev-

els. Suitable time sensitive data analyses may help inform training duration by providing mea-

sures of the fluctuation of player behaviour during training activities, which may indicate a

decline in the efficacy of the aims of a particular activity. However, specific techniques to

achieve this have not yet been applied to support training prescription.

To inform and evaluate training in team sports, data are typically collected from multiple

sources, such as player tracking devices or manual annotation. Commonly, these data are

reported using aggregate measures such as distance run, average speed or the volume of skill

executions [1, 2]. Such measures have also been compared with aggregate match data to deter-

mine the extent to which training activities reflect match demands [1, 8, 9]. However, aggre-

gate measures remain limited in utility as they do not represent the fluctuation of such

measures as a function of time. In attempts to alleviate this, player speed has been analysed

during matches as subsets of varying time periods such as rolling (between one and ten min-

utes) time windows [10], five-minute blocks [11], sub-phases of play [12] or player on-field

stints [13].

Analyses of measures in a continuous format may yield further detailed insights. The use of

continuous measurement is further supported by the framework of the constraints-led

approach [14]. This framework conceptualises constraints, such as pressure and time, as

boundaries of the performer-environment system which shape the emergence of skilled behav-

iour. Specifically, constraints emerge and decay over varying time scales, and capturing this

change over time is crucial in understanding and contextualising athlete behaviour [15, 16].

Accordingly, a continuous time-series analysis, which evaluates changing contextual informa-

tion and identifies when meaningful change has occurred, could be beneficial in informing

training durations.

Change point detection, also known as time series segmentation, is an analytical method

of determining specific locations in a time-series when a meaningful change has occurred.

This algorithm can be used to detect single or multiple change points and has been widely

applied in areas such as medical monitoring and climate change detection [17]. In sport,

change point detection has been applied in AF match play to segment player velocity data to

identify potential interchange moments [18]. Recent advances to change point detection can

also now perform multivariate analysis [19]. In this approach, multiple sequences of data are

combined to form a single time series with multiple observations, which allows for the detec-

tion of change points common across multiple time series [19]. Multivariate change point

detection may be beneficial in sport where multiple sources of data can be integrated to eval-

uate a single activity [4, 20]. For example, athlete physical and skilled behaviour could be

analysed together to detect moments of change within specific team-sport training activities.

This may inform activity duration by objectively identifying when skilled and/or physical

behaviour deviates meaningfully from specific training objectives. Thus, this study aimed to

apply change point analysis as a method to inform team sport training activity duration,

exemplified in AF.

Methodology

Participants

Participants were a convenience sample of listed players from a single professional AF club

(n = 43; 84 ± 8.2 kg; 187 ± 8.1 cm; 24.5 ± 3.6 y). All players were injury free at the time of
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participation. Ethics approval was obtained from the Victoria University Human Research

Ethics Committee (application number: HRE20-138). Written consent was provided by the

club to use de-identified data collected as regular procedure during practice.

Data collection

Data were collected during the 2021 Australian Football League pre-season. Through consulta-

tion with coaching staff and the literature [1, 21], five features of player behaviour were identi-

fied to evaluate a training activity (disposal frequency, efficiency, pressure, player possession

time and player velocity). Skill event data and player tracking data were collected for each

training activity repetition (n = 6) as it occurred during regular pre-season training sessions.

The training activity was a small sided game with even teams, with each team being required

to score at opposing ends of the ground. Each repetition ranged from ten to twelve players per

team, depending on player availability, with a field area of approximately 90 x 60 m and a min-

imum duration of four minutes. For each activity repetition, team selection was quasi-rando-

mised by coaching staff to standardise player positions and skill level. Typical AF rules were

governed during the activities by a single coach.

To determine velocity during each training activity repetition, each participant wore a 10

Hz Global Positioning System device (Vector S7, Catapult, Catapult Sports Ltd, Melbourne)

placed on their backs between their shoulder blades. Each participant wore the same device

during all activities to reduce inter-unit error. Upon completion of the training sessions, track-

ing data was downloaded for each activity using the associated software package (Openfield,

v3.3.0). The tracking data comprised a velocity measurement at each 10 Hz timestamp, for

each player and activity, before being subsequently exported for analysis.

All data analysis was completed using the R programming language with the RStudio soft-

ware [22] (version 1.3.1093). Velocity data was down sampled to a rate of 1 Hz, by calculating

the mean velocity across every 10 fixed samples. This sample rate was used to simplify the

merging process with skill event data. To determine the movement velocity during each

activity repetition, the average velocity across all players was calculated at each 1 Hz

timepoint.

To collect the skill event data, each training activity repetition was filmed with a two-

dimensional camera (Canon XA25/Canon XA20) at 25 Hz from a side on or behind the goal

perspective. After the training sessions, notational software (Hudl Sportscode, v12.2.44) was

used to manually quantify the skill event data. A custom code window was used to record each

kick or handball (a “disposal”) according to its type (effective or ineffective) and two con-

straints on the disposal; possession time (<2 s or >2 s) and physical pressure (pressure or

absent). Effectiveness was defined in accordance with Champion Data (Melbourne, Pty Ltd),

where a handball or kick <40 m was deemed effective, if the intended target retained ball pos-

session. A kick >40 m was deemed effective if kicked to a 50/50 contest or outnumber to the

advantage of the attacking team. Possession time was defined as the time period between a

player’s ball possession gain and the moment of ball disposal. Pressure was defined as the phys-

ical presence of an opposition player within 3 m of the ball-carrier at the time of ball disposal.

Two coders notated effectiveness and three coders notated the constraints (pressure and pos-

session time). To assess the reliability of the notational coding, 168 disposals across three activ-

ities—observations not used in analysis—were selected for testing. The Kappa statistic [23]

resulted in “almost perfect” inter-rater reliability for each variable (>0.8). Intra-rater reliability

testing was completed after 14 days which resulted in Kappa statistics ranging from “substan-

tial” (0.67–0.8) to “almost perfect” across all coders (>0.8). All skill event data was then

exported with a time-of-day timestamp rounded to the nearest second.
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For each training activity repetition, the skill event data was joined with the velocity data

according to the timestamp. The first and last disposal marked the beginning and end of each

activity repetition and was used to determine a relative timestamp in the dataset where each

repetition began at zero seconds. To determine disposal frequency as a time series, a rolling

sum was applied using a 60 s window. This was achieved using the rollsum function from the

zoo package [24]. A 60 s window was selected as practitioners commonly prescribe activity

durations in whole minutes and this function would evaluate a metric analogous to those com-

monly reported (e.g. metres per minute) in physical training literature [5, 6]. To determine

efficiency as a time series, the proportion of cumulative effective disposals to cumulative total

disposals was represented as a moving percentage over time. To determine pressure as a time

series, the proportion of cumulative pressured disposals to cumulative total disposals was rep-

resented as a moving percentage over time. To determine possession time as a time series, the

proportion of cumulative disposals with <2 s possession time to cumulative total disposals was

represented as a moving percentage over time. This process resulted in four sequences to

describe the skilled behaviour during each training activity: disposal frequency (p/min), effi-

ciency (%), pressured disposals (%) and disposals <2 s (%). As an example, efficiency is repre-

sented via binning (Fig 1a) and as a continuous series via the above methods (Fig 1b) to

contrast the effect of the time series conversion.

Statistical analysis

To estimate the time point during the activities when properties of the time-series change for

each feature, the cpt_mean function from the changepoint package was used [25]. This function

identifies the time point in a sequence where an abrupt change in the sequence mean occurs.

The method chosen was AMOC (at most one change) which specifies the algorithm to search

for a maximum of one change point in the sequence. This was specified due to the short dura-

tion of activities and for feasibility reasons for the end user. The change point algorithm was

applied to the sequences of each of the five features for each activity. Each sequence was subse-

quently segmented according to its change point location.

Fig 1. Example from a single activity repetition displaying disposal efficiency represented in 30 s bins (A) and

continuously (B). Effective and ineffective disposal events are represented by the points. Three periodic annotations

are provided to help describe the sequence calculation in panel B.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265848.g001
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To determine a single time location common for all features during each activity repetition,

a multivariate change point analysis was performed [19]. To achieve this the mrc function

from the Changepoint.mv package was used [26]. This function determines common change

point locations across multiple sequence inputs of the same length. The features of each train-

ing activity were normalised to allow comparison across different measures. The mrc function

was applied across the normalised feature sequences for each activity. The function parameters

were set where the cost was “mean”, specifying the algorithm to search for a change in the

sequence means, and the maximum number of change points to search for was set to one. This

parameter was chosen to locate a single change point common across all five features of the

activity. Each activity was then segmented according to the identified multivariate change

point location.

Results

Descriptive statistics are are presented as means and standard deviations. Across six repetitions

of the training activity, the mean duration was 298 ± 17 seconds, disposal frequency was

5.7 ± 1.1 disposals/min, efficiency was 79.5 ± 9.1%, pressure was 40.6 ± 16.3%, possession time

was 27.5 ± 19.6% and velocity was 127 ±.7.2 m•min-1. The total number of skill involvements

and activity duration included in the sample was 185 and 29.2 minutes, respectively.

To demonstrate the univariate and multivariate change point analysis approach, the results

for a single activity repetition are reported in Figs 2 and 3, respectively. The left-hand column

of panels visualises when the change points occurred and the right-hand column of panels

visualises the feature distribution, before and after the change point, to describe the extent of

change. The univariate change point analysis of disposal frequency, efficiency, pressure, pos-

session time and velocity resulted in change point located at 85, 172, 124, 64 and 135 s respec-

tively (Fig 2). For each feature the mean and standard deviation of the segments, before and

after the changepoint, are reported in Fig 4. The multivariate changepoint approach resulted

in a single changepoint for all skill features located at 204 seconds (Fig 3). For each feature the

mean and standard deviation of the segments, before and after the changepoint, are reported

in Fig 4.

Fig 2. A univariate changepoint analysis of a single training activity. The left-hand column of panels displays the

feature and the calculated changepoint location (black vertical line). The right-hand column of panels displays the

distribution of the feature in each segment, before and after the changepoint.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265848.g002
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To inform activity duration, the results of the multivariate changepoint analysis on each

activity repetition was visualised in Fig 5. Change point locations occurred at 196, 203, 205,

210, 219 and 252 s. Across six repetitions the mean location was 214.2 s with a standard devia-

tion of 20.1 s.

Discussion

This study presented a univariate and multivariate approach to determining change points

during training activities that could be utilised by practitioners to inform training duration.

Results demonstrated that the univariate approach was advantageous for providing

Fig 3. A multivariate changepoint analysis of a single training activity. The left-hand column of panels displays the

feature and the calculated changepoint location (black vertical line). The right-hand column of panels displays the

distribution of the feature in each segment, before and after the changepoint.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265848.g003

Fig 4. Summary statistics for segmented features according to a univariate and multivariate change point analysis

of a single training activity. The orange point and error bars display the mean and one standard deviation of the

segment, respectively. The black points each represent one second of the underlying segmented feature.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265848.g004
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information specific to each activity feature, which is useful for evaluating training according

to a single metric. Comparatively, the multivariate approach is advantageous in analysing the

interaction between multiple data sources, providing a simple output for the end user to

inform a moment of overall change in the training activity. To guide informed activity dura-

tion decisions, visualisations were provided, summarising the univariate change point analysis

of six repetitions of the training activity.

In the application of a univariate change point analysis, each of the five features were ana-

lysed separately. By resolving the change point location of each feature, a practitioner can iden-

tify when each feature meaningfully changed. To know the magnitude of change, the

descriptive statistics comparing segments before and after the changepoint are shown in Fig 4.

Fig 2 provides an example visualisation which may be useful for practitioners, displaying both

when and to what extent each feature has changed during the activity.

According to key ideas of the constraints-led approach, player behaviour is continuously

shaped under the interaction of various constraints [14]. The change point analysis used here

may, therefore, help practitioners identify periods of behavioural change in a continuous man-

ner. For example, the change point for pressure was identified at 124 seconds, reducing the

mean and standard deviation by 33.1% and 20.5%, relatively, after this point (Fig 4). A poten-

tial explanation for this observation is the effect of fatigue, which can impact a defending play-

er’s capacity to physically pressure the ball-carrier. Thus, it is possible that defenders may have

adapted how they defended—deciding to cover or protect space, rather than chasing the ball-

carrier. In this case, the change point could be used to identify how a new behavioural pattern

has emerged, which can inform a practitioner’s decisions regarding training design and dura-

tion in future iterations of the activity. Indeed, research has measured the aggregate influence

of constraints, such as field area [27], game type [28] or playing number [29] on physical and

technical behaviour, however this relationship as a function of time presently remains

unknown.

Determining a change point for each feature separately does have practical importance,

allowing an activity to be evaluated according to a specific metric. For example, if a practi-

tioner is seeking to ensure the efficiency of skills during a practice task does not drop below a

Fig 5. The sequences and multivariate changepoint locations for each feature of six activity repetitions. The

feature value through the duration of the activity is displayed with straight vertical lines indicating a change point

location. For velocity, the rolling mean over the previous 60 s is displayed to improve its visual interpretability. Feature

sequences and changepoint locations are coloured according to activity repetition.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0265848.g005
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certain level, a change point may be useful for noting when a meaningful shift has occurred,

thereby allowing them to affect the design of the task. Further, univariate change point analysis

has the potential to benefit practitioners with varying responsibilities, such as a conditioning

coach and a skills coach. A conditioning coach, for example, can examine the change point for

velocity to monitor the physiological demands on the players, while the skills coach can exam-

ine the change point for efficiency to monitor the difficulty of the task. This analysis provides a

platform for collaboration between coaches to inform the duration of training that provides

adequate time to achieve both physiological and skill targets. Importantly, although analysis

has occurred separately, each of the features can still be visualised together (Fig 2), further

encouraging collaboration between staff when evaluating the activity [20].

The multivariate change point approach analysed the interaction between features and

identified one change point common across all features at 204 seconds (Fig 3). In the field, this

approach provides a relatively simple output for practitioners, guiding decisions about practice

design informed by a “general” or “overall” change point. As shown in Fig 4, the standard devi-

ations of each feature after the change point were reduced. The larger variability of behaviour

before the change point may, therefore, indicate exploratory actions of players searching for a

stable solution suitable to the constraints of the task [30]. Depending on the practitioner’s

objective for the activity, the identified change point may then serve as a potential “cut-off”

point for facilitating exploratory player behaviour or a “minimum duration” required to pro-

vide adequate time for players to attune to their environment. Thus the change point can serve

to analyse acute changes in the learning process to inform training design however, these

should be considered within the longer time-scales of the learning process, such as weeks and

months [31].

To further support a practitioner’s decision making regarding practice design, six iterations

of the same activity were analysed, in a multivariate manner, to evaluate trends in their change

points. The visualisation in Fig 5 presents an exemplar technique to communicate information

to practitioners on change point locations and feature values during each activity repetition.

Five of the six change points appear similar across each repetition (Fig 5). From a practice

design perspective, this gives practitioners confidence that during this period there is a change

in overall player behaviour. This may serve as a more optimal activity duration to prescribe

during future iterations of the activity, reducing time spent in undesired behavioural states.

Importantly, variable behavioural states are likely to occur during match play and may reflect a

training target for practitioners. The analysis may then aide to increase the efficiency of train-

ing sessions by saving valuable training time. In Fig 5, each activity repetition has been colour-

coded so practitioners may identify specific results, such as an outlier, if desired. Retrospective

inspection of video footage may provide additional information (e.g. weather or player inju-

ries) which may assist in explaining the result.

An important practical aspect of change point analysis is that it accepts various metric rep-

resentations, such as a rolling mean for disposal frequency and continuous velocity data from

player tracking devices. This increases versatility in an environment, such as sport, where mul-

tiple data types are common. Specifying the algorithm to search for one change point provides

a simple “before” and “after” summary of the data which improves the interpretability for

practitioners. Moreover, as the advancement of technology continues in sport, the implemen-

tation of an on-line change point analysis could provide further benefits to practitioners,

which could be applied to provide real-time feedback during an activity. This could identify

the moment a behavioural change occurs to signal the end of an activity rather than relying on

a predetermined time. Alternatively, the change point may present a critical moment for prac-

titioner intervention during a practice task. For example, certain constraints could be manipu-

lated to perturb or preserve the efficiency of disposals during a practice task, such as
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introducing number imbalances to make it easier or harder for a team’s offence. This may be

used to disrupt the players transition into a stable state, encouraging further exploration, or

can nudge the players towards more optimal stable solutions [32]. Irrespective, this analysis

demonstrates how empirical and experiential knowledge of practitioners can be blended,

exhibiting a balanced interaction between “man and machine” [33], while still preserving the

domain specific expertise of practitioners [34].

Due to the applied nature of this research, there are some limitations. Only four skill fea-

tures and one physical feature were collected. To increase to the understanding of player

behaviour over time, other features, like target pressure, kick distance, high-speed running or

sprint frequency could be included. Additionally, parameters for the change point analysis

were set to search for one change point. Thus, future work could investigate the impact of mul-

tiple change points in analysing behaviour fluctuations during training activities. While a 60 s

window was applied to determine disposal frequency, future work could investigate the influ-

ence of other rolling windows on the stability of this metric. Further, future work could explore

change point analysis between athletes to account for potential individual differences which

may exist. This may support the design of player-specific training durations, information

which would be of use to conditioning and medical staff when re-integrating players into team

training following injury. Finally, increasing the number of activity iterations presented here

from six may help alleviate potential confounding factors of results, such as fluctuating weather

conditions or teams.

Conclusion

This study applied a univariate and multivariate change point analysis to inform training dura-

tion. The univariate approach provided change points for each feature, information that

would be beneficial for practitioners seeking specific guidance on the evaluation of key metrics

to inform the duration of training activities. The multivariate approach provided a single time

point of general change and may be broadly indicative of players transitioning into different

behavioural states. Evaluating multiple repetitions of the same activity is useful for finding

trends in behavioural change and can identify critical points during an activity which can

guide decisions around activity duration or even constraint manipulation. Given the practical-

ity of the results presented here, practitioners are encouraged to adapt similar analyses to

inform their own training designs.
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